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ABSTRACT
In this paper we focus on the Personal Space (PS) as a nonverbal communication concept to build a new Human Computer Interaction. The analysis of people positions with respect to their PS gives an idea on the nature of their relationship. We propose to analyze and model the PS using Computer Vision (CV), and visualize it using Computer Graphics. For this purpose, we define the PS based on four parameters: distance between people, their face orientations,
age, and gender. We automatically estimate the first two parameters from image sequences using CV technology, while
the two other parameters are set manually. Finally, we calculate the two-dimensional relationship of multiple persons
and visualize it as 3D contours in real-time. Our method
can sense and visualize invisible and unconscious PS distributions and convey the spatial relationship of users by an
intuitive visual representation. The results of this paper can
be used to Human Computer Interaction in public spaces.
Keywords: Personal Space, People Detection, People Tracking, Face Detection.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Human Computer Interfaces (HCI) brought
a new range of commercial products that aim at connecting
the physical and the virtual worlds by allowing the user to
communicate with the computer in a natural way.
The goal of this paper is to provide a human-computer
interaction tool in which the computer detects and tracks
the user’s states and his relation with other users, then initiates actions based on this knowledge rather than simply
responding to user commands. In this work we focus on the
concept of Personal Space (PS) [5] which is a non-verbal
and a non-contact communication channel. Everyone holds,
preserves, updates this space, and reacts when it is violated
by another person. In public spaces, for example, people
implicitly interact with each other using the space around
them. Based on this concept, we provide a new humancomputer interaction framework.
In a first step, we propose a mathematical model of the
PS based on four parameters: the distance between people,
their face orientations, age, and gender. We automatically

estimate the first two parameters from image sequences using Computer Vision (CV) technology, while the two other
parameters are set manually. Based on this model we calculate the two-dimensional relationship of multiple persons
and visualize it as 3D contours in real-time.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows; Section 1.1 reviews the related work. Section 1.2
outlines the main contributions of the paper. Section 2 details the mathematical model we propose for modeling the
PS. Section 3 describes the system and algorithms we propose for estimating the parameters of the PS. Results are
presented and discussed in section 4. We conclude in section 5.
1.1 Related work
Existing Human Computer Interaction (HCI) technologies
are mostly based on explicit user inputs acquired through
devices such as keyboard, mouse, and joystick. There have
been also many attempts to emulate these devices using cameras and speech so that the user will be able to use his hands
for other purposes. Examples of such input devices include
the Camera mouse [1] and voice commands in home environments [8].
There is however no HCI technology that interprets the
meaning of distances between people, neither the use of
communication through space and distance. This concept
is reflected in the notion of Personal Space (PS) which is a
non-verbal communication and behavior.
The concept of Personal Space, since its introduction
by Edward Hall [5, 4] and the discussion by Robert Sommer [7], is studied and applied in many fields; Psychologists studied the existence of PS in Second Life [11, 2].
They found that many users keep a PS around their avatar
and behave in accordance with it in the virtual world. PS is
also one factor that makes a virtual agent behave naturally
and human like inside the virtual world [3]. In robotics, the
PS is considered as a factor for selecting a communication
method between a robot and a human [9]. It can be used for
example to estimate how intimate a robot is to other users.
The PS concept is based on many complex rules. Its
shape and size are affected by several factors such as gender,
age, and social position.
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space, the social space and the public space.
The shape of the PS is affected by several parameters. In
this paper we consider four of them: gender, age, distance,
and face orientation. The relationship between gender and
PS is well studied by sociologists [6]. Many previous studies [6] suggested that the shape of the PS varies with the
face orientation. For example, the PS is twice wider in the
front area of a person than in the back and side areas.
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2.1 The model of the PS
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Fig. 1: Definition of the Personal Space.

Given a person P located at coordinates p(x, y) we define
a local coordinate system centered at p, with X axis along
the face and Y axis along the sight direction as shown in
Fig. 1. The personal space around the person P can then
be defined as a function Φp which has its maximum at p
and decreases as we get far from p. This can be represented
by a two-dimensional Gaussian function Φp of covariance
matrix Σ, and centered at p:
1

Φp (q) = e− 2 (q−p)
1.2 Overview and contributions
We propose a HCI framework based on the concept of PS
to create interactive art. The idea is to interpret distances
between people and make interaction with it. The proposed
method estimates the shape of the personal space by measuring first the user’s position and face orientation. Then
we can simulate the way people communicate between each
other through the interaction of their personal spaces. It
generates and varies the contents according to the relationship between users.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold; first we
propose a mathematical model of the PS. It is controlled by
four parameters: the user’s age, gender, position in the 2D
space, and the face orientation. Second, we propose to estimate these parameters. User’s position and face orientation
are estimated automatically using a set of cameras mounted
around the operation area. At the current stage the gender
and age are set manually by the user. Finally, we visualize
the PS in 3D using computer graphics.
The proposed method in this paper enables the detection
of the user’s mobile territory and his relationship with other.
Our targeted application is interactive and collaborative digital art, but results of this work can be applied to modeling
the behavior of virtual agents, as well as analyzing people
behavior in a crowd.
2. MODELING THE PERSONAL SPACE
Edward T.Hall in his study of human behaviors in public
spaces [5] found that every person holds unconsciously a
mobile territory surrounding him like bubbles. The violation of this personal space by a tierce person results in an
effective reaction depending on the relation of the two persons. This suggests that the concept of PS is a non-verbal
communication between two or more persons. The personal
space as defined by Edward T.Hall and shown in Fig. 1 is
composed of four areas: the intimate space, the personal

where Σ is a diagonal matrix:
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The parameters σxx and σyy define the shape of the PS.
Considering the fact the PS is twice wider in front along
the sight line than the side (left and right) areas, we define
σyy = 2σxx .
This model assumes that the shape of the front and back
areas of the PS are similar. However, previous studies pointed
out that people are more strict regarding their frontal space.
Shibuya [6] defines the PS in the front of people as twice
larger as the back, left and right ares. We use this definition
in our implementation. We build this model by blending
two Gaussian functions as follows:
Φp (q) = δ(yq )Φ1p (q) + (1 − δ(yq ))Φ2p (q).

(3)

where q = (xq , yq )t , δ(y) = 1 if y ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise.
Φ1p models the frontal area of the person and is defined as a
2D Gaussian function of covariance:
 2

σxx
0
Σ1 =
.
(4)
2
0
4σxx
Φ2p models the back area of the person and is defined as a
2D Gaussian function of covariance
 2

σxx
0
Σ2 =
.
(5)
2
0
σxx
Notice that the standard deviation of Φ1p along the Y axis is
twice the standard deviation of Φ2p along the same axis. The
function δ blends the two functions and therefore it allows
to take into account the face orientation. This concept is
illustrated in Fig 2.
In our implementation we define σxx as the threshold to
which a specific zone of the space is violated. For example, to model the intimate space of a standard person we set
σxx = σ0 = 0.45/2 = 0.255m as shown in Fig. 1. The figure gives also the standard values of σxx for different zones
of the PS.
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Fig. 2: The Personal Space model based on the face orientation. The PS in the front area of a person is wider that the
back and side areas.

Fig. 3: Overview of the system setup.

3.1 Multiple user tracking
2.2 Parameterization of the PS
The personal space does not depend only on the position
and face orientation but also on factors related to the person
such as age, gender, social position, and character. These
personal factors can be included in a function f that affects
the value of the standard deviation σxx :
σxx = f (σ0 ).

(6)

In the simplest case, f can be a linear function that scales
σ0 with a factor α reflecting how much a person is kin to
protect his intimate space. We adopt this model in our implementation.
In summary our Personal Space model is parameterized
by two types of factors:
• The inter-personal factors which are the distances and
face orientations are embedded inside the parameter
σxx . These two parameters are detected automatically as will be explained in Section 3.
• The personal parameters such as age, gender, and social position embedded in the function f . These parameters are input manually by the user.
In the following we describe the system we developed for
estimating the inter-personal factors used for simulating the
Personal Space.
3. SYSTEM
Using the model of Eq. 3 for interaction requires the estimation of the user’s position and face orientation. We build
a computer vision platform to track the user’s behavior in
front of the screen. The system, as shown in Figure 3, is
composed of four IEEE1394 cameras: one overhead camera
for people detection and tracking, and three frontal cameras
for face detection and orientation estimation.

We detect people by detecting and tracking moving blobs in
the scene:
• First, using the overhead camera, we take shots of
the empty scene and use them to build a background
model by learning a Mixture of Gaussian classifier.
Given a new image I, the classifier classifies every
pixel into a background or foreground.
• The persons are detected as connected components of
the foreground pixels.
• Second, during the operation, we track people over
frames using the Mean Shift algorithm.
For efficient detection and tracking, we setup the system in
a studio under controlled lighting conditions.
3.2 Estimation of the face orientation
To estimate the face orientation in the 3D space we
• Detect faces from each of the three frontal cameras
using the Viola and Jones face detector [10].
• Assign the detected facial images to each of the persons detected with the overhead camera.
Since the entire camera system is calibrated, i.e., the transformation matrices between the frontal cameras and between
each frontal camera and the top one are computed in advance, the faces are assigned to the persons by assigning
each face to its closest blob in the overhead camera.
Figure 4 shows an example where people positions and
faces are detected using our system.
4. RESULTS
To visualize the Personal Space of a person we consider the
three levels as shown on Fig. 1 and define a PS function
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Fig. 4: Example of person and face detection and tracking using four cameras.
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Fig. 5: Visualization of the personal area of the personal space. The user is facing Camera 3 (X axis).

for each zone using Equation 3. The user can set manually
the factor α for each zone. Others like position and face
orientation are estimated automatically.
The PS function as defined in Equation 3 can be also
interpreted as the degree of the user’s response to the violation of a zone in his PS. Depending on his relation with the
second person, the user activates one of the three functions.
To visualize this we map the image space (taken by the
top camera) onto the XY (the floor) plane of the world coordinate system. Since we used only the frontal face detector,
we detect three orientations of the face 0, 90 and 180 degrees. Figure 5 shows an example where the user is facing
Camera 3. Notice that camera 3 has detected the face and
therefore the area of the PS in front of the user is larger than
back and side areas.
Figure 6 shows an example where the user is standing
and rotating only his face from one camera to another. Notice how the personal space evolves with the face orientation. This particularly proves the efficiency of our model.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a mathematical model of the
personal space. We particularly implemented a method for
automatically estimating two parameters of the PS: the people position and their face orientation. As extension we plan
in future to automate the estimation of the other parameters
such as age and gender. Possible extensions include also
the improvement of face detection algorithms for detecting
faces at different orientations. We plan also in the future to
use this personal space model for HCI and also modeling
virtual agents behavior.
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Fig. 6: Visualization of the PS when the face is rotating from camera 2 to camera 4.
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